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Investment and Impact

• Modest federal investment, huge impact

• Between October 2017 and September 2018: 

– Served over 850,000 Home Delivered participants

– Served over 1.5 million Congregate meal participants 

– 75 million meals
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OAA Nutrition Program Purpose
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Title III C – Nutrition Program

• Adults age 60 and older who are in greatest social and 

economic need with particular attention to: 

– low income older individuals,

– minority older individuals,

– older individuals in rural communities,

– older individuals with limited English proficiency, and

– older individuals at risk of institutional care.
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Nutrition Evaluation Results

• 54% of participants say a congregate meal supplies 50% 

or more of total food for the day.

• 71% of Congregate and 90% of Home-Delivered meal 

participants feel the program helps them live 

independently and remain in their home. 

• 68% of Congregate participants felt that the program had 

improved their health and helped them to achieve or 

maintain a healthy weight.
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And while not the intent of the Older 

Americans Act: 

Congregate meal program utilized less Medicare-funded 

healthcare.

– Less likely to have hospital admissions

– Less likely to have emergency department visits that led to a 

hospital admission 

– Less likely to have a nursing home admission
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Older Americans Act Sec 315

• Local decision

AAA shall consult and determine best way for 

accepting voluntary contributions.

• Programs shall not:

– Means-test

– Deny services to any individual who does not contribute to the 

cost of the service.
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Requirements

– Each participant given opportunity to voluntarily 
contribute- noncoercive

– Clearly inform each recipient that there is no 
obligation to contribute

– Protect privacy and confidentiality of each 
recipient with respect to recipient’s contribution or 
lack of contribution

– Establish appropriate procedures to safeguard and 
account for all contributions
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After these messages, we’ll be right back…
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How does this apply to congregate meals 

donations? 
● Big picture, we want to build 

evidence about effective strategies 

to ask for voluntary contributions.

○ Our goal is to provide AAAs with 

guidance on how to ask for 

voluntary contributions, in a way 

that is effective and easy for site 

managers to implement. 

○ Testing new strategies can help 

Maryland AAAs and sites adopt 

proven practices, and can be an 

example to other states looking 

for effective ways to increase 

voluntary donations.
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How does this apply to congregate meals 

donations? 

● We are developing promising 

strategies with Maryland sites. 

○ We are working with AAAs and 

sites in Maryland to design and 

implement different strategies to 

increase voluntary contributions 

○ Based on experience from sites 

around the country, feedback 

from your seniors, and research on 

what works. 
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How does this apply to congregate meals 

donations? 
● We will test to find out what works. 

○ We will roll out promising strategies to selected sites, so that we can 

measure whether donations increase at sites that adopt the new 

strategies compared to sites that do not (and importantly, without 

compromising participation).  

○ We typically use a randomized evaluation design to learn whether the 

intervention was effective. 

○ Then we make recommendations for future adoption based on project 

results.
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OES & Behavioral Science
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What does OES do?
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Anchors

People are over-reliant on the first piece 

of information they hear. 

Bandwagon effect

The tendency to do things because many 

people do the same

Accountability

Highlight positive peer pressure  to 

encourage users to see out choices

Simplification

Limit, group, or streamline the 

information users have to process to 

make decisions

Self-fulfilling prophecy

Tendency to engage in behaviors that 

elicit results which confirm existing 

attitudes 

What does behavioral economics teach us?

Defaults

We “go with the flow‟ of pre-set options



OES Portfolio

OES has completed more than 70 evaluations across the Federal government:
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Department of 
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Congregate Meals & Voluntary 

Contributions
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Program & Population Characteristics

27% below FPL

~65% below 185% FPL



LSPs vary in their recommended participant contribution for a single 

meal. 
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30% recommend < 

$1.50

93% recommend < 

$4.50

80.5% of participants 

report making a 

contribution

Status Quo 

The majority of participants report contributing, are aware of the 

program’s suggested contribution amount.



Examples from around the country
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Boonville, NC 36

Actual cost 

of meal



Milwaukee 37

How money 

is spent



Millen, GA 38



Connecticut 39

Compared 

to a 

restaurant



LCO Tribal Elder Services, WI 40



Baltimore (city), MD 41
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Maryland Pilot
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Maryland Sites

Size of Maryland program:

● 232 sites reporting to us 

○ 19 AAAs / counties

Some site characteristics:

● 16% housing sites (in 8 counties)

● 19% sites with “ethnic meals” (in 7 counties)

● Most sites serve under 50 meals per week (38%) or 51-100 meals per 

week (32%)
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Example Table Tents 
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Relational Transactional



Pilot sites — including Baltimore County 

Pilot sites:

❏ Half-day site visits with OES in March/April to:

❏ Implement intervention materials at your site

❏ Review intervention “guide” for other sites 

❏ Review data collection “guide” for other sites 
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Participating sites

❏ Interest in learning what works to increase voluntary 

contributions!

❏ Ability to provide the following data during the full project 

period, by day / week  / month:

❏ Number of meals served

❏ Number of unique participants

❏ Total voluntary contributions

❏ Willingness to be assigned to either intervention group

❏ If selected for the treatment group, then implement the 

intervention for approximately 6 months
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Project Timeline 

● November-December 2018:  ACL collected examples 

from around the country.  Maryland counties verified site 

information.  OES drafted intervention design. 

● March-April 2019:  OES piloted intervention with 3 

volunteer pilot sites, and drafted guide for other sites

● June:  OES confirms participation of interested sites

● July: Maryland counties launch interventions at 

randomly-selected sites

● July-November: Sites & OES collect data from sites on: # 

of meals served, # of unique participants, $ collected 

● November-December (tent.): OES analyzes data, shares 

results with relevant audiences
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Thank you!
Elana Safran

elana.safran@gsa.gov

https://oes.gsa.gov
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In Maryland, average congregate meal donation is $1.50
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Issues that are being faced in Maryland:

Counties with Low Donations
• Across the state seeing downward trend in number of meals served overall
• Many counties in MD use the same caterer and RFP – still targeted to old style of meal (hot meals 

with some boxes, soup and salad options, theme meals)
• Participants say they can get fast food for the same price without all the “procedures”
• Do not want to waste food in the meals they don’t like – able to eat only what they want at 

home
• After paying transportation costs don’t have enough money to pay for the food
• Older participants tell others not to pay the donation at all, or just give a little, because they 

have already paid their taxes and the food comes from the government

Counties with High Donations
• When meal is included as part of a special entertainment day, people pay more thinking it is 

paying for the whole program
• Younger seniors are more generous – have expectation that food has a cost
• Ask for full amount, not a suggested donation
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Chose Liberty Senior Center to be involved in pilot study because of 
decreasing donations and participation rates.
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What Was Involved in the Pilot?

Focus groups held with participants 
and non-participants in Eating 
Together congregate meal program 
by staff from GSA.
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Program 
attendance and 
procedures for 

donations 
observed.

GSA staff met with 
senior center staff 

to discuss 
reporting formats, 

intervention 
methods, and 

potential 
challenges with 

pilot.
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Next Steps:
1. We will implement the new interventions at all 36 of our sites 

and assess which one works best (i.e., relational vs. 
transactional)

2. We will continue to track trends in donations and attendance 
very closely to more quickly determine when additional 
intervention is needed

3. We will share our findings with other jurisdictions in Maryland 
through the Maryland Association of Senior Nutrition Programs 
(MANSP) and Maryland Association of Senior Centers (MASC) 
meetings
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Resources

• www.acl.gov

• www.nutritionandaging.org

• www.aginganddisabilitybusinessinstitute.org
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http://www.acl.gov/
http://www.nutritionandaging.org/
http://www.aginganddisabilitybusinessinstitute.org/


• Purpose: To fund innovative and promising practices that 

enhance the quality, effectiveness, and other proven 

outcomes of nutrition programs and services within the 

aging services network.

• To Date: Over $2 million to 11 different  organizations

• FY19 Funding: currently under review. 

Innovations in Nutrition Programs and Services 

(INNU) Grant Program
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• Keri Lipperini

• Phone: 202-795-7422

• E-mail: keri.lipperini@acl.hhs.gov

Thank you!
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